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EDM 5.0 (Engineering Data Management software), introduced approximately 8 months from the previous 4.2 release, includes both new 
features and enhancements to the existing software.

The most significant new feature for EDM 5.0 is that all vibration control functions now support up to 128 input channels. Creating high 
quality, high channel count vibration control is a very challenging and exciting developmental feature. Crystal Instruments’ vibration 
controller line is one of the few controllers available in the market capable of simultaneously recording raw time data for all input channels 
while conducting real-time control. 

The second major feature for EDM 5.0 is support for the new Crystal Instruments Spider-80SG strain gage system. Additionally, we have 
completely revamped the signal saving functions. Users are now able to set various conditions to reliably save signals on a PC. For 
example, users can save each shock pulse in TTH, save multiple sweeps in Sine, save Random spectrum using a timer, etc. 

To further enhance the “save signals” function, we created a new method to review saved signals using Review Mode. A conveniently 
placed Review Bar allows the user to quickly recall all signals saved in the past at any time node.

Users can use Review Mode to recall all saved signals at once, instead of recalling them one by one. The testing status and runlog are 
recalled along with all saved signals.

Report functions have also been improved. Users can now insert customized logos into reports and preview the report before creating 
the report file.

EDM Cloud, a web-based version of EDM, is now available. This software allows Spider systems to operate remotely using an Internet 
connection. The ability to monitor from remote locations is especially useful for monitoring machine conditions.

On the DSA (dynamic signal analysis) side, we have introduced real-time order analysis for high channel count Spider systems. Real-time 
order tracks or RPM spectra are computed online with up to 128 input channels. 

With the 5.0 release, Spider systems operate the following features in real-time mode:
 ○ FFT Spectral Analysis  
 ○ Octave Filter Analysis and Sound Level Meters (SLM)  
 ○ Real-time Order Analysis (Spider 80X only) 
 ○ Real-time Sine Reduction 
 ○ Time Waveform Recording 
 ○ Automated Schedule and Limiting Test  
 ○ Real-time Digital Filters 
 ○ Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) Analysis 

 
Order analysis and octave analysis are added into EDM PA (Post Analyzer) software with the following functions:

 ○ FFT Spectral Analysis 
 ○ Acceleration, Velocity, and Displacement 
 ○ Batch Processing 
 ○ Basic Signal Conditioning Modules 
 ○ Digital Filters and Resample Modules 
 ○ Digital Resampling 
 ○ Orbit Plot 
 ○ Shock Response Spectrum 
 ○ Octave Analysis 
 ○ Order Analysis 
 ○ Sine Reduction

 
In addition to new added features, Crystal Instruments engineers have implemented roughly three thousand detailed improvements and 
enhancements since the 4.2 release. Our cumulative effort is presented to users as EDM 5.0 by Crystal Instruments.

INTRODUCING EDM 5.0
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fered or to be offered by Crystal Instruments. Crystal Instruments reserves the right to make changes to this document at any time, without notice, and assumes no responsibility 
for its use. This informational document describes features that may not be currently available. Contact a Crystal Instruments sales representative for information on features 
and product availability. 



NEW FEATURES

RELEASE HIGHLIGHTS
 ○ Spider System Supports up to 128 Channels
 ○ EDM Cloud
 ○ Spider-80SG

FEATURED ADDITIONS IN EDM
 ○ Upgraded to .NET 4.0 Platform: Now Supports Advanced 

Features
 ○ Introduced FRF or Transmissibility Signals between Input 

Channels 
 ○ Save Signals Feature Revamped
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NEW FEATURES: EDM VIBRATION CONTROL 
SOFTWARE

 ○ DIO Function Ehhancements
 ○ Spider API in Python
 ○ Spider API: Controls Multiple Shakers
 ○ Signal Display: Saves with Files & Included in Reports
 ○ Report Enhancements
 ○ Review Mode
 ○ Customizable Font Colors

NEW FEATURES: EDM DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS 
SOFTWARE

 ○ Hardware Introduction of Dedicated Tachometer Channel
 ○ Order Tracking: Introduced for Single & Multiple Front-

ends
 ○ Spider API: Controls Multiple Shakers
 ○ Signal Display: Saves with Files & Included in Reports
 ○ Tachometer for FFT Analysis & Octave Analysis
 ○ Octave analysis, sound level meter, & FFT analysis: 

simultaneous operation on multi-device system (up to 
128 channels)

 ○ Start/stop recording when signal exceeds/dropbs below 
threshold

 ○  Synchronize Multiple Output Signals for One Front-end

NEW FEATURES IN EDM POST ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
 ○ Sine Reduction for Post Analysis
 ○ FRF or transmissibility between any input signals is 

available in Sine reduction and FFT.
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RELEASE HIGHLIGHTS

Spider System Supports up to 128 Channels
The Spider system supports up to 128 channels when operating vibration control (VCS) or dynamic signal analysis (DSA) tests. A Spider 
system consists of up to 16 front-ends, an individual front-end being a Spider-81 or Spider-80X.

The following are specifications for the 16 front-end (128 input channel) system. Specifications not mentioned are identical to the single 
front-end system; please refer to the single front-end specifications for more information.

Vibration Control System (VCS)
Random

 ○ Up to 128 control channels
 ○ Up to 127 monitor channels plus 1 control channel
 ○ Up to 128 notching and limiting channels
 ○ Max sampling rate is 32 kHz (Fa = 12.5 kHz) when 

running 128 channels
 ○ Max sampling rate is 20.48 kHz (Fa = 8 kHz) when 

controlling and recording 128 channels
 ○ Up to 1600 line when running 128 channels
 ○ Up to 3200 line when running 8 channels
 ○ Up to 25600 line when running 1 channel
 ○ SOR and ROR support 128 channels
 ○ Kurtosis control supports 128 channels
 ○ Displacement optimization support 128 channels
 ○ Dual-drive supports 128 channels

Sine/RSTD
 ○ Up to 128 control channels
 ○ Up to 127 monitor channels plus 1 control channel
 ○ Up to 128 notching and limiting channels
 ○ Max freq = 20kHz when running 128 channels
 ○ Min freq = 0.1Hz when running 128 channels
 ○ Max freq = 10kHz (sampling rate = 25.6kHz) when 

controlling and recording 128 channels
 ○ In RSTD, Only FRF between master channels can be 

reference
 ○ THD calculation supports 128 channels
 ○ Dual-drive supports 128 channels

Shock/TTH/SRS
 ○ Up to 8 control channels (must be on the master front-

end)
 ○ Up to 127 monitor channels plus 1 control channel
 ○ Max block size = 16384 for all 128 channels
 ○ TTH supports 128 channels
 ○ SRS display supports 128 channels
 ○ Dual-drive supports 128 channels

TWR
 ○ Up to 8 control channels (must be on the master front-

end)
 ○ Up to 127 monitor channels plus 1 control channel
 ○ Max sampling rate is 18kHz when running 128 channels

Dynamic Signal Analysis (DSA)
FFT Analysis

 ○ Up to 128 channels
 ○ Max block size = 4096 with APS/FRF/CPS analysis
 ○ Max block size = 32768 with APS analysis
 ○ Only input channels on the master module can be trigger 

source
Octave Analysis & Sound Level Meter

 ○ Up to 128 channels
Order Tracking & Analysis

 ○ Up to 128 channels
 ○ Max order tracks: 16 for each front-end
 ○ Max block size of constant band freq spectra: 2048

Limiting & Alarm Function
 ○ Up to 8 channels (must be on the master front-end) plus 

120 measuring channels
Real-time Sine Reduction

 ○ Supports up to 127 channels plus 1 COLA input (must be 
on the master module)

Time Waveform Recording
 ○ Up to 128 channels at 102.4kHz sampling rate 

Recording to internal flash:
 ○ Max sampling rate = 81.92kHz with APS only
 ○ Max sampling rate = 64kHz with all types of spectrum

Recording to NAS:
 ○ Max sampling rate = 102.4kHz with APS only
 ○ Max sampling rate = 81.92kHz with all types of spectrum

Real-time Digital Filters
 ○ Up to 128 channels

Shock Response Spectrum Analysis
 ○ Up to 128 channels
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EDM Cloud
An ideal remote monitoring solution, EDM Cloud software is 
designed to take remote measurements. Real-time data may be 
viewed live via local area network (LAN) or Internet.

In most facilities, this is made possible by an Ethernet “backbone” 
linking all of the processing units into a plant-wide LAN as shown 
in the following figure. At each processing unit, permanently 
installed monitoring transducers are wired to monitors at a 
sheltered proximate central point (typically a local control room). 
In turn, each monitor is connected to the Ethernet LAN. This 
allows the data to be viewed and analyzed wherever the LAN 
has a port. An Engineering Data Management (EDM) server 
program running on the LAN’s server manages data transfers to 
any computer on the network running the appropriate viewing/
control software (client browser).  Add an Internet modem to the 
LAN to provide a remote communication path to any computer 
in the world with Internet access.
 
For facilities without a plant-wide Ethernet backbone, the 
Internet may be used as a substitute path as shown in the 
following figure. Any combination of broadband, telephone, 
cable or wireless connection to the Internet is sufficient. A cellular 
modem connected to a monitor provides a true stand-alone 
measurement subsystem. While line power is almost always 
available within a processing plant, it may not be available 
for other applications. Monitoring bridges, wind-powered 
generators, road profiles, flutter testing or airport noise may call 
for a battery-powered installation, perhaps one with solar (or 
other) backup. For this reason, the monitoring hardware should 
be fully capable of running (at full performance specification) 
from low voltage DC as well as domestic, overseas and aircraft 
AC line power.
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Spider-80SG
The Spider-80SG is an eight-channel stress/strain measurement 
data acquisition system. It is useful for a wide range of static and 
dynamic measurements; including low frequency “static” stress/
strain measurements, rapid dynamic stress analysis in vibration 
studies, and modal analysis. 
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FEATURED ADDITIONS IN EDM

Introduced FRF or Transmissibility Signals between Input 
Channels

 ○ Personal Computer (PC) frequency response functions 
(FRF’s) or transmissibility signals are calculated between 
input channels by EDM software in real-time, available 
in many types of tests (Random, Sine, Shock, FFT, Sine 
reduction). 

 ○ All signals contain both magnitude and phase information.

 ○ The system H can be estimated using two classical 
estimators:

 ○ Where GXX and GYY are the auto spectra of input and output 
respectively, GXY is the cross-spectrum between input and 
output, and GYX is the cross-spectrum between output and 
input (i.e., the complex conjugate of GXY). 

 ○ H1, by averaging, eliminates the influence of uncorrelated 
noise at the output, whereas H2, by averaging, eliminates the 
influence of uncorrelated noise at the input.

 ○ Compared to H1, H2 is less vulnerable to bias errors at the 
resonance peaks caused by insufficient frequency resolution 
(called resolution-bias errors).

Save Signals Feature Revamped
Saving and recalling signals for review, reports, and post 
processing is an important feature in signal analysis and vibration 
control. The following major improvements were undertaken to 
facilitate greater flexibility, customizability, and performance for 
saving signals.  

Screenshots: Saving Window Displays
Signal display windows on EDM, including the Composite 
window, can now be saved. Users are now able to save desired 
displays for review and analysis. This feature helps users 
determine the display and software status at any time, even 
after completing the test.

Saving Control Panel Data
Saving the composite display also saves the values that are 
usually shown on the control panel, including the control and 
target specifications and the level, displacement, and velocity 
information. Review mode displays saved signals with a control 
composite and control panel exactly as shown during the test.

Introducing Synchronization & Acknowledgement (ensures data 
integrity)
The “save signal” feature is performed on a computer running 
EDM software. This new feature has the ability to synchronize 
with a Spider system at the frame level, which ensures that for 
each frame, all data is saved and organized correctly before 
saving the next frame of data. 
 
This acknowledgement process at the frame level ensures 
that every frame of data is accurately saved, enhancing data 
integrity even in scenarios where the front-end hardware is 
running faster than the PC software.
 
Test Specific Features
Some special features were introduced to enhance the special 
requirements in each testing type. The following are redesigned 
screenshots for each testing type.

Upgraded to .NET 4.0 Platform: Now Supports Advanced 
Features
.Net framework 4.0 was used to build EDM version 5.0 instead 
of .Net 2.0, which was used in previously released versions 
of EDM. This upgrade enhances usability and display due to 
improved GUI capabilities.
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Random/SROR/TWR
Saving options are configurable at the start of the test, end of 
the test, during special events, or at regular intervals of time 
using a timer. 

Sine/RSTD
Sine/RSTD requires saving a particular sweep number, a few 
sweeps, or all sweeps in addition to general saving options.
 
The new save feature provides the flexibility to save all sweeps 
or user specific sweeps as shown above. 

Shock/TTH/SRS
Users can now customize and save individual pulses when 
working on Shock/TTH testing. This easily configurable feature 
is introduced in the new save function.

FFT/Octave Analysis
Users can now easily configure save operations for possible 
events during Dynamic Signal Analysis operations.



NEW FEATURES: EDM VIBRATION CONTROL SOFTWARE
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DIO Function Enhancements 
 ○ Enables DIO ”Send Digital Output signals” function in the 

event-action rules for VCS tests. 
 ○ Configures each pin to be a digital input or output (Spider-

80X only) in the initial state before the test runs (Spider-
80X/81/81B). 

 ○ Allows users to define the time length of the digital output 
pulse (Spider-80X only)

 ○ Same digital output may generate different pulses in different 
events.

 ○ Allows users to reset the digital output status to the default 
state in a test. (Spider-80X only)

Spider API in Python
Developments in Crystal Instruments’ Spider API (Application 
Programming Interface) in Python provide interfaces for 
programs in Mac OS X and Linux. (Command line based API)
 
The Spider API in Python is designed for developers using MAC 
OS X and Linux OS. Compared to the Spider API in C# version, 
this version works with the following hardware platforms [Spider-
80/80X/81] and includes basic controller functions.
 
The Spider API supports FFT analysis, Random, and Sine 
control. The API functions are implemented to run and control 
tests on a Spider system in Black Box mode. 

Spider API: Control Multiple Shakers
With the Spider API, a multiple front-end system is configurable 
with multiple Spider-80X front-ends for a total up to 8 front-
ends (64 channels). The API sample program illustrates the 
procedures of a VCS (vibration control system) test setup and 
explains how VCS functions work with a Spider system. Please 
follow these steps to run the sample program:

1. Run the API setup file. Sample programs, API libraries and 
a User’s Guide will be installed on the PC. EDM software 
is required for uploading tests to Spider systems. The VCS 
sample works in Black Box mode to control the VCS test.

2. Refer to the VCS Manual for instructions on how to configure 
a VCS test and upload it to a Spider system. After the test 
is uploaded to the Spider front-end, the EDM software 
will no longer be needed, and it must be disconnected 
before the API sample program connects to the Spider 
system. 

 
Currently the Spider API supports up to 8 shaker controller front-
ends.
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Signal Display: Saves with Files & Included in Reports 
 ○ Consolidated test items under test results
 ○ Added ”Save bitmaps in this run”
 ○ Bitmaps saved with signals are included in reports when 

enabling ”save bitmaps in this run”. Alternatively, bitmaps can 
be manually pasted to a report.

EDM 4.2 (Previous release) EDM 5.0 
 

In addition to saving 
signals, users can also save 
screenshots of composite 
windows, active signals, and 
signal windows. 

Saved screenshots are 
available in the run folder and 
can be accessed via EDM or 
Windows Explorer. 

 

Report Enhancements
 ○ Report layout preview and improved settings
 ○ Improved logo settings and added report layout preview
 ○ Consolidated Page and Report title settings to one screen
 ○ Page and Report title settings in EDM 4.2
 ○ Advanced report settings
 ○ Generates a report including multiple signals of the same 

type with one click. This handy tool allows users to easily 
include multiple signals in one report.
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Review Mode
Review Mode is used to recall multiple saved signals in a user 
defined format. Here are a few ways to use Review Mode:

1. In Shock, the user can save each pulse using Save Signal 
setup. With the Review Mode the user can easily review 
each pulse together with other signals with one click.

2. In Random, signals can be saved every 2 minutes. They 
can be later auto-replayed one by one in Review Mode.

3. In Sine, signals of each sweep can be saved, reviewed and 
reported. 

 
To use Review Mode, the user simply creates several signal 
display windows. After entering Review Mode, the user can 
quickly and easily access any saved snapshots of signals in the 
“Review Operation Window”.

When signals are saved to a PC, the parameters (such as level, 
RMS, elapsed time) of the test are also saved to the same file. 
The signals, along with the test parameters and run log values, 
are viewable under Review Mode.
 
Review Mode is inactive for new tests without any saved signals. 
There are three ways to enter Review Mode after the signals 
have been saved and the test has stopped:

1. Click the Test menu and scroll down to select the Review 
Mode item.

2. Under Run Folders tab, right-click a file name node or a 
signal name node to select Review Mode.

3. Use Crtl + Right-Click to enter Review Mode when the 
focus is on a signal or a data file.

As soon as EDM enters Review Mode, the Review Operation 
Window will open automatically. Each signal file corresponds 
to a node displayed in white or blue. The first node in each run 
folder is white, and all the other nodes are blue.

The red pointer indicates which signal file is currently being 
viewed. Meanwhile, the corresponding signal name under the 
Run Folder is highlighted. The pointer can be dragged to any 
node by using the mouse. Users can also click the signal file to 
view the signals; the pointer will automatically point to the same 
node. 

Select All Runs if you want to access the snapshot of all saved 
signals under this test. Select one of runs if you would like to 
access a bar showing the saved signals for that selection. 
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Generate a report of selected files in Review Mode:

The report panel in the Review Operation window allows users 
to generate reports that include all files in selected runs. The 
report layout can be formatted from pre-set report templates.

Check the Auto Play box if you would like Review Mode to play 
saved signals automatically. The software will recall signals at a 
speed of approximately 1 second per frame. 

Customizable Font Colors
Users are able to customize the font color generated by the 
numerical display when the value exceeds user-determined 
thresholds. 



NEW FEATURES: EDM DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
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Hardware Introduction of Dedicated Tachometer Channel
The Spider-80X hardware version 7.5 (released alongside 
EDM 5.0) possesses the ability to use its output channels as 
tachometer channels. The tachometer is useful for performing 
order tracking, RPM measurements in FFT analysis, and octave 
analysis. Order tracking is also performed on older hardware 
versions using one of the input channels as a tachometer, but the 
fully featured order tracking with features listed in this document 
is used efficiently only with hardware versions 7.5 and above.

Order Analysis: Introduced for Single & Multiple Front-ends
Order Analysis is a general term describing a collection of 
software functions used for analyzing the mechanical dynamic 
behavior of rotating or reciprocating machinery for which 
the rotational speed can change over time. Unlike the power 
spectrum and other frequency domain analysis standards where 
the changing variable is the frequency, order tracking functions 
present the data related to the variable rotating speed, i.e., RPM 
(revolution per minute). 

Conventional methods for spectral analysis, e.g. FFT analysis 
fail to accurately transform the signal’s spectrum from the 
rotating machines when the change in RPM is high. Therefore, 
a new technique, based on digital re-sampling, is developed 
and utilized in this version of EDM to perform the order analysis 
accurately for fast changing RPM signals.

Order Tracking: Key Features for EDM 5.0
 
Order analysis functions may be performed simultaneously on 
128 channels using 16 Spider front-ends.

 ○ Order analysis may be performed across multiple front-ends 
using a single tachometer channel. The tachometer connected 
to the master front-end is dynamically synchronized with all 
front-ends to perform a very accurate order analysis over all 
front-ends, vastly increasing the scope of order analysis to 
128 channels.

 
Two dedicated tachometer channels, independent of input 
channels, for simultaneous RPM measurement.

 ○ The Spider hardware and EDM software can measure, 
process, and record two tachometer channels from 
independent sources. Also, the Spider hardware (Spider-
80X) utilizes two output channels as tachometer channels, 
preserving all the input channels for order analysis. The 
output channels can alternatively function as output channels 
when tachometer is not required.

Supports Tachometer and RPM Time trace recording for up to 
128 channels

 ○ In addition to the regular “Recording” and “Save” features, 
the order tracking function is equipped with a tachometer 
recording feature which users can use for post analysis at 
any given time using the EDM PA order tracking software. 
RPM versus time also records simultaneously for both 
tachometer channels.

One tachometer channel with fully equipped order analysis 
functions and time stream recording.

 ○ The first tachometer channel receives TTL pulses for RPM 
measurements and performs order analysis functions, 
including the calculation of order spectrum, order tracks, 
FFT spectrum, and band RMS spectrum. TTL pulses may be 
recorded as a time stream for post analysis. 

 ○ The second tachometer channel measures RPM, is capable 
of recording processed time streams, and is available for post 
processing. Dynamic order analysis using both tachometer 
channels simultaneously will be available in a future release.



Simultaneously measure both the order spectrum and the FFT 
spectrum. Users can set the resolution of the FFT spectrum 
independently.

 ○ One of the most required features with order analysis 
functions is the ability to measure the order spectrum and FFT 
spectrum simultaneously. EDM software has the functionality 
to add both signals for any channel to analyze the FFT and 
the order spectrum at the same time. 

 ○ As the order analysis requires a higher sampling rate 
which would affect the resolution of the FFT analysis, EDM 
software is equipped with a down-sampling feature for the 
FFT spectrum. This would generate a high resolution FFT 
spectrum and an order spectrum of high order at the same 
time.

Customizable order tracks for each channel, limited by hardware 
resource

 ○ Any number of order tracks can be measured for each channel. 
The orders for the order tracked signals is customizable with 
a resolution down to 0.025.

 ○ Band RMS signals are available to measure the energy 
distribution in a specific band of frequencies or the complete 
band of frequencies versus RPM.

 ○ EDM facilitates the configuration and creation of multiple 
RMS bands for each channel.

Tachometer for FFT Analysis & Octave Analysis
The RPM measurements are not limited to just order tracking, 
but also required to keep track of the RPM while performing FFT 
analysis or octave analysis.

The tachometer is introduced in EDM 5.0 for the FFT analysis 
and octave analysis tests. It features RPM measurement, RPM 
time trace recording (RPM vs. time), and RPM time stream 
recording (Tachometer Signal vs. time). The new hardware 
versions (Spider-80X Version 7.5 and above), have output 
channels that act as dedicated tachometer channels. During 
RPM measurements, the tachometer measurement can be 
offloaded to the output channels, enabling all the input channels 
to perform the analysis as desired.
 
In both FFT tests and octave analysis tests, up to two 
independent tachometer channels are enabled.

The older versions of hardware including the Spider-81 can 
undertake the same tasks using any of the input channels as 
the dedicated tachometer channels.
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Octave Analysis, Sound Level Meter, & FFT Analysis: 
simultaneous operation on multi-device system 
This function was released for a single-device system in the 
previous 4.2 release.
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Start/stop recording when signal exceeds/drops below 
threshold 
The event “Signal exceeds threshold” happens when the 
selected input source exceeds the given threshold for the given 
delay. 
 
Actions added to those events will be executed when they 
happen. 
 
“Signal exceeds threshold” must be triggered before “Signal 
drops below threshold”.
 
Default actions for these two events demonstrate the application:

 ○ The Spider will start recording when an input channel 
exceeds the given threshold for the given delay.

 ○ The Spider will stop recording when an input channel drops 
below the given threshold for the given delay.

Synchronize Multiple Output Signals for One Front-end 
Multiple outputs on a DSA test can now be synchronized for 
Sine, Triangle, Square, Chirp and Sweep Sine. 
A new design for the output channel table has been implemented. 
Output parameters can now be changed at the same time. The 
ability to set different output parameters has been improved.
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NEW FEATURES: EDM POST ANALYZER SOFTWARE

Sine Reduction for Post Analyzer
Perform sine analysis with a COLA channel and monitor 
channels imported from a recorded time stream on a real-time 
controller. [25357] Spectrum, sweep up, and sweep down are 
available for all channels. The measurement channel set-up has 
been implemented for flexibility and ease-of-use while dealing 
with different measurement channels and save signals, APS, 
PC FRF etc. 
 
Sweep up and sweep down have been added allowing the 
analysis of each sweep direction independently. This is applied 
to all channels simultaneously. 
 
Measured signal set up has been implemented, allowing the 
user to change measured signals, signals to be saved, APS, 
FRF etc.

FRF or transmissibility between any input signals is available in 
Sine reduction and FFT
Results include both magnitude and phase information.
Two classical estimators of FRF are provided:

Where GXX and GYY are the auto spectra of input and output 
respectively, GXY is the cross-spectrum between input and 
output, and GYX is the cross-spectrum between output and 
input (i.e., the complex conjugate of GXY). 
 
H1, by averaging, eliminates the influence of uncorrelated 
noise at the output, whereas H2, by averaging, eliminates the 
influence of uncorrelated noise at the input.
 
Compared to H1, H2 is less vulnerable to bias errors at the 
resonance peaks caused by insufficient frequency resolution 
(called resolution-bias errors).



MAJOR IMPROVEMENTS

EDM VIBRATION CONTROL SOFTWARE
 ○ Random
 ○ Sine/RSTD
 ○ Shock/TTH/SRS
 ○ Waveform Editor

EDM DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
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HIGH CHANNEL COUNT FEATURES

EDM GENERAL UPDATES

EDM POST ANALYZER SOFTWARE

EDM CoCo MODE SOFTWARE
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EDM VIBRATION CONTROL SOFTWARE

Users are able to rename run folders, customize run folder 
names, and adjust the sequence in the run folder tab or checklist 
prior to running the test.

Added “Run description” to the checklist, now included in the 
report.

Included “Run description” in runlog.txt

Random
Users are able to rescale a profile in the dB scale

Re-labeled “Enable initial level” as “Manual Mode”.

Added “25600” to line options

Added a warning message when the peak of a sine tone is set 
lower than broadband (SOR)
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Sine/RSTD
In tracked dwell entry, the target level may be entered in “G’s”, 
in addition to “%”. If one is changed, the other will be updated.

Added “Sweep FRF window” in the View menu.

 ○ Sine: slave front-end, control and monitor channel loss 
detection.

 ○ Corrected the conversion from sweep time to sweep speed.

Shock/TTH/SRS
 ○ Added pulse number in run log.

 ○ Further reduced minimum acceleration of SRS profile for 
MIL-810 based tests.

Waveform Editor
Improved the “New Project” button:



EDM DYNAMIC SIGNAL ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
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 ○ Improved the precision of calculating on-board FRF
 ○ Signal in red: saved FRF signals in earlier versions
 ○ Signal in blue: saved FRF signals in the latest release

 ○ Improved checklist (like VCS) 
 ○ The checklist in DSA tests is updated to display more 

information before starting measurements. 

 ○ Math operation on APS signals

 ○ Improved default settings for MDA tests

 ○ Start page improvements for DSA tests



HIGH CHANNEL COUNT FEATURES

 ○ Detects synchronization status and displays a message

 ○ Enforce static IP on all front-ends in the same system to 
optimize stability

 ○ Supports multiple pages of channel status display for high 
channel count system
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 ○ Improved message displays for high channel count systems 
on different LAN configurations

 ○ Files from different front-ends will be combined if they are 
from one system.

EDM 4.2 (Previous Release) EDM 5.0

 



EDM GENERAL UPDATES
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 ○ Supports RTPro SIG format in EDM PA, EDM Waveform 
Editor, CoCo DSA mode, and EDM File Converter

 ○ Added a “sensor calibration reminder” notification window 
when entering the sensor library

 ○ Added the unit ”gal” to acceleration

 ○ Editing shaker parameters for a shaker in the library will 
give the user an option to automatically update the shaker 
parameters in the database, making the new settings 
available for all tests. The user can alternatively change the 
settings for a single particular test.

 ○ Expanded classification of measurement types.

 ○ Improved default color scheme for all signals related to the 
same channel.

 ○ Improved dialog boxes for time entries

 ○ Automatically move current run folders when the test 
directory changes



 ○ Ability to set the number of recent tests on the EDM start-up 
page

 ○ Added an option to hide the marker text boxes on display

 ○ Different background color to distinguish channel types in 
input channel table

 ○ Displays MAC address in the front-end IP address tool

 ○ Option to use signal color as harmonic marker color

 ○ Display test types in test sequence window

 ○ Display max sensor range, polarity, +1/-1 in the sensor list 
in reports
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 ○ Display time, date, and number of saved frames of the run 
folder.

 ○ Automatically adjusts colors to improve visibility of the x and 
y axis values.

 ○ For measured signals, displays where signals will be saved 
or recorded to. 

 ○ Display marker values separately:

 ○ Combined display of marker values:

 ○ Improved description and screenshots in test wizard
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 ○ Added a message for a demo license key (LK)
 ○ Improved calibration reports
 ○ When creating a new test, the input table of the last test is 

used
 ○ Allocate temporary folder function is improved for database 

restore/backup
 ○ Improved default display format of spectrum in Post Analyzer 

(PA) and Dynamic Signal Analysis (DSA) tests
 ○ String changes in report
 ○ String capitalization improvements in UI and reports
 ○ Does not delete tests when a system is deleted (fail-proof)
 ○ Input calibration alerts now display when calibration is 

expired or required
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EDM POST ANALYZER SOFTWARE

User Interface (UI) re-organization and Improvements
Tremendous efforts have been made for UI re-organization and 
enhancements to create an even more intuitive and effortless 
experience.
 
Some significant updates are:
 
Template Feature Added
The template is a very powerful feature, allowing users to store 
and re-use the same settings for processing a wide range of 
signals. With its proven efficiency, flexibility, and wide utilization 
in EDM Real-time mode, templates are now introduced in Post 
Analyzer mode with the same functionality.
   
Users can save any test as a template and can select that 
template when creating a new test. Multiple templates can 
be saved with different user customized settings according to 
specified requirements. 

Introduced “Setup” Menu Item
All the project setup related parameters are in the Setup menu 
item.  Any access to the project parameters, project settings, 
analysis settings, measured signals and data sources settings 
are configurable from one single place.

Measured Signals Setup launched as a separate window
From the tabular form, the Measured Signals Setup is now 
displayed as a separate window with multiple tabs for each type 
of signal. 
 
This closely reflects the design principles of EDM software, 
resulting in the ability to configure measured signals even more 
widely, powerfully and intuitively. 
 
The user will not be able to assign signal colors to each signal 
(similar to the real-time mode).

Introduced Data Selection window in control panel
The data selection process is now made even easier by 
introducing a text based selection tool in the control panel. 
 
The data source can be selected very accurately and finely 
using either the time as a reference or the points count as a 
reference. 
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Selected data highlighted in Signal display tabs
The Data source selection is performed and was only visible in 
the data sources tab. For simplicity and ease of usage, it is now 
introduced into all the signal display tabs.
 
Any signal display tab displaying the original data would show 
the range of selected data for processing using vertical markers 
along with highlighting the data frame being processed.

More options added to Test Operations
Depending on the type of test, more options are added to the 
test operations in the control panel for performing operations 
during post-processing including “Reset Average”.

New options on Signal Charts including Export to Excel, Signal 
selection, etc
Many new operations can be performed from the signal display 
chart itself, the most significant ones being the “Export data to 
Excel” function and selecting/unselecting display signals when 
multiple signals are present. 

 ○ Added function to export signals to Microsoft Excel format.

 ○ Report improvements:

 ○ Analysis range cursor is editable in display window in EDM 
Post Analyzer software
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The user now has the ability to adjust the re-sampling rate after 
the test is already set up (digital re-sampling function is not 
always enabled in previous releases).

COLA channel may be changed in EDM PA Sine Reduction.

 ○ Retains last project status when loaded
 ○ Improved analysis speed in EDM PA
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EDM CoCo MODE SOFTWARE

 ○ Retains last project status when loaded
 ○ In CSA editor, provides the 128k block size option to meet the 

software specification
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PRECAUTIONS
 ○ Does not support Spider-81 hardware v.5.x running in a high channel count system.
 ○ Does not support Spider-80 hardware running in a high channel count system.
 ○ SQL installation package is not included in the setup.exe.  In the installation process, SQL installation will be called from the Framework 

folder.
 ○ To enable reporting in PDF format, the computer must be restarted after EDM installation is completed.
 ○ For users who would like to control a second shaker with the output no. 2 of the Spider-81/Spider-80X, please DO NOT use the output 

no. 2 in any DSA tests. 
 ○ To downgrade EDM from 5.0 or above to releases earlier than 5.0, please uninstall the current version then install. (This is due to the 

user downgrading from .NET 4.0 to 2.0)

UPDATE OF CD CONTENTS
Application notes, specifications, and technical support documents are removed from the CD. Please contact Crystal Instruments’ sales, 
distributors, and representatives for the latest documents.

SOFTWARE RELEASE HISTORY
Application notes, specifications, and technical support 
documents are removed from the CD. Please contact Crystal 
Instruments’ sales, distributors, and representatives for the 
latest documents. For software release information before 
version 3.1, contact Crystal Instruments directly.

Type Release Exact version Release date
Release EDM 3.1 CI 3.1.3.2 11/28/2011
Release EDM 3.2 CI 3.2.2.5 7/31/2012
Release EDM 4.0 CI 4.0.2.7 11/11/2012
Release EDM 4.1 CI 4.1.0.1 4/16/2013
Patch EDM 4.1.5 CI 4.1.5.5 10/10/2013
Release EDM 4.2 CI 4.2.0.3 2/28/2014
Patch EDM 4.2.0 CI 4.2.0.14 7/2/2014
Release EDM 5.0 CI 5.0.0.2 12/2/2014

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
 ○ Operating System: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista, 

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1
 ○ Operating System Type: 32-bit and 64-bit
 ○ CPU: 1.5 GHz Dual-Core x86
 ○ RAM: 4 GB
 ○ Hard drive space: 10 GB
 ○ Libre Office (version 4.2 or newer) or Open Office to 

support the Report feature in Open XML format.
 ○ Microsoft Office 2003 or newer to support the Report 

feature in Word and PDF format.
 ○ Microsoft Office 2007 or newer to support the Active 

Report feature.

Recommended system requirements for Spider systems 
over 32 channels:

 ○ Operating System Type: 64-bit
 ○ CPU: 2.8 GHz Quad-Core
 ○ RAM: 8 GB

Version Compatibility:
Spider-80X (v7.x) Firmware Versions
EDM 5.0.0.2 5.0.0.2
Spider-81 (v7.x)
EDM 5.0.0.2 5.0.0.2
Spider-81B (v7.x)
EDM 5.0.0.2 5.0.0.2

Spider-81 (v5.x) Firmware Versions
EDM 5.0.0.2 0728
Spider-81B (v3.x)
EDM 5.0.0.2 0715


